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A regular polytope ~ is called locally projective if its minimal sections which are 
not spherical re projective spaces, and if these sections, together with its Schl~ifli 
type, determine the polytope. In this paper is described, for each n ~> 4, a family of 
n or n - 1 (as n is odd or even) locally projective r gular polytopes. They are shown 
to be universal of their type. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A main thrust in the theory of abstract regular polytopes is that of 
finding all finite regular polytopes which satisfy certain simple properties. 
The 2-sections of a finite regular polytope are all polygons, and so are of 
spherical type. (In general, it is not particularly useful to consider the 
pseudomanifolds associated with regular polytopes, but there are 
exceptions when they are of a familar kind.) If all the sections are spheres, 
including the polytope itself, so that the polytope is locally spherical, then 
the arguments of [6] show that we have the combinatorially regular 
polytopes, which we know from that paper to be isomorphic to convex 
regular polytopes. It is thus of interest to impose the condition that the 
minimal sections which are not spherical are of some other simple 
topological kind, and that these minimal sections are all that is needed to 
determine the polytopes, so that the polytopes are universal of their type. 
A few locally projective regular polytopes have been described hitherto; 
here, the minimal non-spherical sections are projective spaces. For 
example, Gri inbaum [5] and Coxeter [2] independently found {{3, 5}5, 
{5,3}5} which has 11 vertices and 11 hemi-icosahedral facets, while 
Coxeter [3] found {{5, 3}5, {3, 5}5} which has 57 vertices and 57 hemi- 
dodecahedral facets. However, we can recall mention of no others which 
are not themselves just projective spaces. (A nice speculation would be that 
these last two polytopes could be concatenated, to yield 
{{3, 5}5, {5, 3}5, {3, 5},}, 
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with a fairly obvious meaning, but unfortunately a computer check using 
the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration method has shown that this 
"polytope" degenerates.) 
In a sequence of papers, McMullen and Schulte I-8-12] have investigated 
locally toroidal regular polytopes, with the minimal non-spherical 3- or 
4-sections toroidal. (Actually, only the facets or vertex-figures were allowed 
to be non-spherical; the more general situation has not received much 
attention.) As an outcome of the last work, we have found new classes of 
locally projective regular n-polytopes, for each n >~ 5. The minimal non- 
spherical sections all have rank 4, and the family begins with the three 
projective polytopes {3, 4, 3}6 , {4, 3, 3}4, and {3, 3, 4}4 of rank 4. It turns 
out that all are finite and universal of their types. 
We shall take for granted the basic properties of abstract regular 
polytopes (regular incidence polytopes), and the connexions between them 
and C-groups, as described in [8-10]. 
2. THE BASIC GROUP 
We begin by describing the basic polytope ~g of each rank n/> 4. The 
automorphism groups of all the other polytopes ~ of the same rank are 
subgroups of the automorphism group d(~g)  of ~ .  We obtain ~ in two 
ways--by means of a modified twisting contruction, and directly through 
a geometric realization (see [7]). 
It turns out to be notationally more convenient to describe the group of 
the dual ~,~_ 1 of ~g. Actually, we start by defining an abstract group 
d,~_ 1; only later does it become apparent hat the geometric group G 
which we next construct is a faithful representation f d~_  1. 
We recall that the Coxeter group [Pl,P2,.. . ,Pn 1], with Pl , . . . ,Pn- I  
integers greater than 1, is the group (Po, Pl .... , On-1) whose generators Pi
(i=0, ..., n - 1) satisfy 
(pipj)P'J= ~, 
the identity, where 
(1  if i= j ,  
p•=l ;  j if i= j -1 ,  
otherwise. 
Whenever we write down a Coxeter group, we always assume its 
generators to be specified in this way. 
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The group d~_  ~ is then the Coxeter group [-3, 4, 3n-3],  with the single 
extra relation 
(POP1 P2P3) 6 = 
(We use 3 n-3 as a shorthand for a string of n -3  consecutive 2's.) 
We now describe the representation G. For each n/> 4, we take n -1  
copies of the symmetric group $4, which we think of as the symmetry 
group of the regular tetrahedron. The generators of the ith copy are then 
0"~o, 0"~1, a~2, satisfying the relations 
0"~= (0",o0"~1) 3 = (0"~00"~)~ = (0". 0"~)~ = ~, 
for j = 0, 1, 2. We now take the wreath product of $4 with S ,_  1" the n - 2 
generators of S,  1 are zi = ( i -  1 i), for i = 2 ..... n -  1, which permute the 
copies of $4 accordingly, so that 
T'i0"i-- 1, j T~i ~ (Tij~ 
and so on. 
The group G is then (po  ..... P . - i ) ,  where 
P0 :=0"110"21 " ' "  o-n--  1, 1~ 
P l  :~-- 0"100"220"32 " " " o-n--  1, 2~ 
Pi := ri, for i = 2, ..., n -  1. 
(Our use of the same symbols to denote the generators of G as for the 
group ~¢~_ 1 above should cause no confusion.) 
Let us check the relations satisfied by P0 ..... Pn-1- Those satisfied by 
P2 ..... P~- 1 are just those of Sn_ 1, namely 
p~ = (p ,p ,+, )~ = (p ,  pA2 = ~, 
for each appropriate i, j with i ~< j -2 .  Next, 
p~=e,  for i=0 ,  1. 
Since 
Po Pl = 0-11 0-10 " °21  0"22 " " " 0-n - 1, 1 o -n -  1, 2~ 
piPoPi=Po, for i=2  ..... n - - l ,  
(P l  P2)  2 = 0-100-12 "0"200-22,  
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we conclude that 
(Po P l )  3 = (P l  P2) 4 = (Po P i )  2 = 5, 
for i=2  ..... n -1 .  That is, G is a quotient of the group [3, 4, 3n-3]. 
There is one last relation to verify. We have 
(PoPlP2P3) 2= PoPlPoP2PlP3P2P3 
n 1 
= O'110"10 O'110"12 "0"210"220"210"20" U ( 0-i10"i2)2 "(P2P3) 2' 
i=3 
and so 
(poplp2p3)6=~. 
We are now ready to state our first result. 
THEOREM 1. The group G is isomorphic to d~_ 1. 
So far, of course, we have only shown G to be a quotient of d , "_ l .  As 
we have already suggested, we leave the proof incomplete, until we draw a 
number of strands together towards the end of the paper. 
3. A GEOMETRIC REALIZATION 
We next produce a realization of the polytope ~g,  in the sense of [7]. 
This is obtained directly from the abstract formulation of the group G 
described in Section 2. 
We have an obvious representation f the group ~¢g := (pn_  1 ..... Po) in 
E3n-3, where we employ the notation of Section 2. (It is obviously a faith- 
ful representation of the group G, but for the moment Theorem 1 remains 
open.) Let us take" the generators of $4, as the symmetry group of the 
regular tetrahedron, in the form 
0-0 : x ~ (¢1 ,  - ¢3 ,  - ~2) ,  
0-2: x~ (¢1 ,  43 ,  ¢2) ,  
where x := (¢1, ¢2, ¢3)" The ith copy of S 4 operates on the space with coor- 
dinates vectors xi := (¢,1, ¢~2, ¢;3) for i = 1 ..... n - 1. 
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We now apply Wythoff's construction. The initial vertex of .~  lies on all 
the minors Pi except P~-I,  and so is (03n-6, 1, 1, 1) (up to scalar multiple). 
It is now easy to check that the vertices are all those of the form 
(03k, -}'- l, -'}- l, "}- l, 03n--3k--6), 
with an even number of minus signs, for some k = 0 .... , n - 2. Since ~ has 
4(n - 1) vertices, and the initial group ~o 4is that of the projective polytope 
{3,4,3}6={3,4,3}/2,  and so has order 1152/2=576=3.25.3! ,  we 
obtain by induction 
THEOREM 2. The group ~¢~ has order 3.2 2~ 3. (n - I) ! 
Once again, we emphasize that our proof of Theorem 2 is incomplete, 
because we do not know as yet that G is a faithful representation of the 
abstract group d~_  1. All we are entitled to say for now is that the group 
of Theorem 2 is a quotient of the abstract group. 
4. SUBGROUPS 
We now move back up to the Coxeter group [3, 4, 3n-3], without any 
additionally imposed relations. We appeal to a simplex dissection result of 
Debrunner [4], which gives a general version of a folkloristic result in 
group theory. We denote by S(pl ..... Pn-1) the (n-1)-dimensional 
simplex (in some space of constant curvature) bounded by the facet 
hyperplanes H o ..... Hn 1, such that the dihedral angle between H i and Hj 
is given by 
7"C 
- -  if i= j - -1  ( j=  l ,  ..., n - -1 ) ,  
Pj 
7~ 
otherwise. 
THEOREM 3. For each k=0 ..... n - l ,  the simplex S(p, 4,3 n-3) can be 
dissected into (nkl) copies of the simplex S(3 k 2, 4, p, p, 4, 3" k-3). 
The conventions for small (or large) k are obvious; for example, when 
k = 1, the simplex is S(p, p, 4, 3n-4) .  
In fact, we can rephrase this result in terms of Coxeter groups. 
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Let p>~3 be an integer. Then for k=O ..... n - l ,  
[p, 4, 3 n -3]  := (Po ,  "", Pn -1 )  
the 
[3 k 2, 4, P, P, 4, 3 "-k 3] '=(0"0  ..... fin-- 1 ), 
of  index (n ~ 1), where 
t 
Pk--i, if O<~i<~k, 
fii = Pk+IPk ' ' ' P2P lP2" ' 'PkPk+I ,  if i=k+l ,  
LPi, if k+2<~i<<.n-1 .  
The generators of the subgroup can be found by inspection of the 
geometric onstruction of Debrunner [4]. Our interest is naturally in the 
case p = 3 of Theorem 4. 
5. THE REMAINING CLASSES 
We now pass to subgroup of the group d,~_ l, whose generators 
are obtained in the same way as in Theorem 4. That is, we consider the 
operation 
(Po,-.., Pn- l )~-*(Pk ..... P0, Pk+lPk ' ' ' P2P lP2" ' 'PkPk+I ,  Pk+2,'", Pn--1) 
=:  (fiO' "'" fin-- 1); 
we write d,~_k 1 := (o f  ..... f in- l ) .  
THEOREM 5. For each n and k with 0 <<. k <~ n - 1, the subgroup ~¢~ has 
index (n~ 1) in d n n 1" 
Again, all we can really claim at the moment is that this index is a 
divisor of (n~l). What we do next is find relations which the generators of 
the subgroup satisfy. 
The relations for the products fii fij are easily (if tediously) checked; as 
we have said, they are a feature of the relationship between the original 
Coxeter groups. So, we check the periods of certain products of four 
consecutive generators. First, fik 3f ik--2f ik- -  lfik = P3 P2 PI P0, SO that 
fik 3fik-- 2fik-- l f ik) 6 ~1-3" 
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Second, 
(o-k__2~k 10-kO'k+ 1) 2= 
= 
= 
and so 
(p2p lpOPk+lPk ' ' 'p2p lp2" ' 'pkpk+l )  2 
( P~ + l Pk " " " P4 P2 P3 P l  P2 Po P l  P2 " " " Pk Pk + I) 2 
(P2 P3 P l  P2 PO P l P2 P3) 2 
(P3P2P lP2PoP l )  2 
(103 I01102 t01 P2 PO) 2 
Pl/)3 P2 Pl Po P2 P3/92 Pl P2 Pl Po 
P3 P2 Pl Po" P3 P2 P3 Pt P2P001 Po 
(P3P2P lPo)  3, 
o-k 20-k-- lo-ko-k+1) 4~C' '  
In the above, ~ designates conjugate group elements. Similarly, 
(O-k lO-ko-k+ 10-k+2) 2= (Pl P~PoPk+I  Pk ' "  "P2P l  ,02"" "PkPk+l  Pk+2) 2 
= (P~+I Pk ' ' ' P3P l  P2PoP l  P2P3 " ' ' PkPk+t  Pk+2) 2 
( P l t0:2 PO Pl/)2/)3) :2 
~(PoP lpap3)  3, 
sothat  
O'k-- 1 (TkO'k+ 1 O-k+2) 4 = ~. 
Here, we have used successively relations of the form 
Pm'~Pm Pm + I ~ ~Pm, 
when (Pm Pm + 1) 3= ~ and Pm +1 commutes with V. Finally 
O'ko-k+lf fk+20"k+3 ~ PoPk+l  P~ "" "P2P l  P2 "" "PkPk+l  Pk+2Pk+3 
Pk+l  Pk ' ' ' P2PoP lP2""  "PkPk+l  Pk+2Pk+3 
PoP lP2P3 ,  
so that 
(o-ko-k+ 10"k+ 20-k+ 3) 6 = /~' 
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Here, we have used successively relations of the form 
Pm 7Pm Pm + 1 Pm + 2 ~ 7Pm Pm + 1 Pm Pm + 2 
= TPm+ l Pm Pm+ l Pm+ 2 
"TPm Pm+ a Pm+ 2 Pm+ l
=TPmPm+ePm+l  Prn+ 2 
~TPmPm+l ,  
when ( Pm Pin + 1 )3 =/3 ----- ( Pm+ 1 Pm + 2) 3 and  Pm + 1 and  Pm + 2 commute with  7. 
Let us write [p, q, r]s for the Coxeter group [p, q, r] with the imposi- 
tion of the single extra relation (POP1P2P3) s=/3. In each case, [p, q, r] is 
finite, and thus the group of a regular convex 4-polytope. We also have 
s=h/2, where h is the period of PoPlPzP3, so the group is the 
automorphism group of the projective polytope {p, q, r}s = {p, q, r}/2. We 
now have 
THEOREM 6. The group ~¢~-k-1 is the Coxeter group [3 k-2, 4, 3, 3, 4, 
3" k 3] = (O.o, ..., a,  1 ), with the imposition of the extra relations 
(ak_3 f fk_2~k_ l f fk )6=' /3 ,  
(tTk-- 2ff k-- l akak  + 1)4 =/3, 
(O" k lakak+l ( fk+2)4=/3 ,  
(Gk~k+ 10"k + 20"k + 3) 6 =/3, 
whenever appropriate. It is a subgroup of index (n~ 1) in ~¢~, and hence has 
order 3.2 2n- 3k ! (n - k - 1 ) !. 
Once again, the proof is incomplete; all that we have proved so far is 
that ~¢~_ ~_ 1 is a quotient group of the group specified in Theorem 6, and 
that the index is at most (n~).  
6. FLAT POLYTOPES 
A regular polytope ~ is called (comb&atorially)flat if each of its vertices 
is incident with each of its facets. A crucial observation (see 1-12]) is 
LEMMA 1. I f  a regular polytope ~ has flat facets or flat vertex-figures, 
then ~ is itself lat. 
If we identify opposite vertices of a regular cube (of whatever rank), then 
we obtain a flat regular polytope. It follows that, if we construct a regular 
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polytope ~"  from the group 6~/nn_k_l defined by the relations of n--k-- 1 
Theorem 6, then the sections of ~-k -1  determined by the subgroups 
(Gk--2,  Gk 1, Gk, 0"k+l )  and (ak l, a~, a~+l, crk+2) are flat, and at least 
one occurs if 1 ~< k ~< n-  2. Hence, N~ k-1 must be flat for these k. 
Now, it is clear that the dual of ~-k -1  is ~ ,  and so this latter 
polytope is also flat for the same k. Given that ~ is flat if 1 ~< k ~< n-  2, 
and assuming that it does not degenerate, we can immediately calculate the 
numbers of its vertices and facets, and the order of its symmetry group. 
" ~k-  1, or the Indeed, Nk must have the same number of vertices as its facet n l 
same number of facets as its vertex-figure ~7~-1. Proceeding by induction, 
starting from the basic cases N4= {4, 3, 3}4 and ~4= {3, 3,4}4, with 
common group of order 192 = 3- 25. 1 ! • 2 !, we easily deduce 
THEOREM 7. I f  1 <<. k <~ n - 1, then ~ has 4(n - k - 1) vertices, 4k 
facets, and group of  order 3 .22"-  3k ! (n - k - 1 ) !. 
If we had degeneracy, then, of course, these numbers would be smaller. 
But we can now draw the strands together, as we promised in Section 2. 
We consider the abstract groups d~ alone. First, sCg has order at least 
3 .22" -3 (n -1) ! ,  since, as shown in Section3, its quotient group G of 
Section 2 has a faithful representation f that order. Next, by construction, 
if 1 <<.k<~n-2, then d~ is a subgroup of d~ of index at most (,~1). 
Finally, again by construction of the corresponding polytopes, d~ can 
have order at most 3-22"-3k! (n -k -1 ) !  for these intermediate values 
of k. Hence, we must have equality throughout, and the qualifying remarks 
after each of the above theorems can now be removed. 
7. THE INTERSECTION PROPERTY 
There is one property of a regular polytope, or, rather, of its auto- 
morphism group, which we have hitherto neglected. This is the intersection 
property: in a C-group ( Po ..... P , -  1 ), whenever I, J___ N := {0, ..., n - 1 }, 
we have 
(p i l i e I )  ~ (p~l i~ J )= (p i t ie l c~J ) .  
However, for our groups, this is fairly easy to prove, because we have the 
isomorphism d~ ~ G of Theorem 1. 
When 1 <<.k~n--2, we see that d,~_ k 1 lacks the permutation P~+I - -  
zk+l=(k  k+l ) .  Nevertheless, d~_~_  1 still contains all the conjugates 
of Pl under (% .... , rn 1), namely, the elements 
l-I 
i c j  
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for j=  1 ..... n -  1, since Pl and its conjugate Pk+l both belong to the group. 
we  may now prove independently that the index satisfies [ -d~'d~]  = 
(n k 1). The intersection property can then be verified directly, first because 
we have the geometric representation of the group itself, and second 
because we can use the result of [-13], which (under the obvious inductive 
assumptions) means that it need only be checked for I=  {0 ..... n -2}  
and J=  {1 , . . . ,n - i} .  Given the description of the group G, this is 
straighforward, if somewhat tedious, and we omit the details. 
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